
On the list
Compilations of academic journals to use or 
avoid need transparent criteria.

This January, China was reported as overtaking the United States 
to become the largest producer of scientific papers. There is one 
major caveat, however, which consoles those who worry about 

China’s rise and worries those who cheer for it: a lot of those Chinese 
publications are of poor quality.

Over the past few years, China has taken steps to show that it is seri-
ous about fixing this problem. Officials are censuring individual scien-
tists to deter them from fraudulent activity and are upping the pressure 
on the universities that might try to protect them. In May, China set 
its sights on a more ambitious target — predatory journals, those that 
put no effort into vetting papers and exist only to collect money that 
scientists pay to get their research published. Officials announced pun-
ishments for scientists who publish work in journals that the govern-
ment feels are not good enough. The Chinese government has not yet 
announced which journals it intends to blacklist. But institutions such 
as universities and hospitals are already establishing their own lists of 
journals to avoid — to the vexation of some researchers.

China is not the first to make such an effort. Hunting down poor-
quality and shady journals has become a mission for some librarians 
and governments. Most famously, Jeffrey Beall, a librarian at the 
University of Colorado Denver, started a list in 2008 of journals he 
said were dubious, which grew to more than 1,000 titles.

But creating such lists is not easy. Most scientists and scientific policy-
makers would agree that it’s good to condemn predatory journals. But 
it can be difficult to distinguish them from ones that operate in good 
faith, but which might have published some poor-quality or fraudulent 
research because of short cuts in editorial decision-making due to lack of 
resources, because scientists deceived them, because of lapses in judge-
ment — or because people just make mistakes.

Listing such journals would risk denigrating some good research. 
That’s why, although many researchers supported Beall, others criti-
cized his list for a lack of clear standards. The list was taken down in 

January 2017, but there have been new incarnations. 
Some say a better approach is to produce lists of approved journals. 

That does solve some problems. For example, in logistical terms, it is 
easier to maintain. Instead of trying to track down every newly emerging 
predatory journal, the burden is on the journals to prove themselves. It 
does not generate the same stigma as bans, and thus allows reputations 
to be redeemed. The journal Tumor Biology was behind one of the most 
egregious research scandals to hit China — the retraction of 107 papers 
by Chinese authors in 2016. But it now has a new publisher and, since 
January 2018, a new editor-in-chief who is hoping for “a new chapter” 
for the journal. In August 2018, Tumor Biology was listed in the Direc-
tory of Open Access Journals, a vote of confidence from a website that 
catalogues high-quality publications. But Tumor Biology still appears on 
the emerging Chinese lists. 

Whether it is fair to continue snubbing such a journal brings up a 
central question about the grading process: are the criteria for listing 
clear, transparent and consistently applied? This is the only way that 
the system can be fair to all parties — scientists who want to publish 
good papers, journals that want to communicate solid science and 
governments that want to ensure their funding is being spent wisely.

At present, the criteria for a journal to appear on a Chinese blacklist 
are not clear. This understandably leads some researchers to wonder 
why their research should be devalued just because it was published 
in the same journal as some poor-quality research. Word of mouth is 
even creating informal bans that could overturn the genuine achieve-
ments of a researcher.

Establishing and agreeing on such criteria is not a simple task. The 
analytics company Cabells in Beaumont, Texas, maintains a blacklist 
and lists suspicious signs that mark a suspect publication, such as the 
inclusion of fictional or dead editors, and poor spelling. Criteria to 
appear on an approved list might be more practical: as a minimum, 
journals should list their profit or non-profit status clearly, list editors 
who are aware they are editors, use basic technology to detect plagia-
rism, and carry out due diligence to ensure that, if reviewers suggested 
by the author are used, they exist, are competent in the field, and are 
the ones being contacted. 

Publishers have an obligation to maintain standards so that scientists 
and governments can rely on them in evaluating research and achieve-
ments. But to do so, they need feedback when those who depend on 
them believe they are falling short. ■

of the familiar. No one has visited an exoplanet, but most people know 
what a dandelion looks like. This flower (Taraxacum officinale) is found 
worldwide. And, as many a child discovers to their delight, when a 
dandelion sets seed, the flower (actually, hundreds of tiny florets) turns 
into a mass of seeds known as a dandelion clock. Each seed is suspended 
from a parachute-like stalk — easily released by a puff of breath.

The parachute is a bunch of bristles called a pappus. Each pappus 
carries around 100 filaments, each attached to a central point, rather 
like the head of a chimney sweep’s brush. Just like a parachute, it 
increases aerodynamic drag, slowing the descent of each seed and 
allowing it, once aloft, to be wafted kilometres from the parent plant. 
So much we know.

Here’s the surprising part — the mechanism of this dispersal 
was unknown until now. As researchers write in Nature this week 
(C. Cummins et al. Nature https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-018-0604-
2; 2018), the bristles are arranged so that when the pappus falls, air 
flows between them and creates a low-pressure vortex, like a smoke 
ring. This vortex travels above the pappus and yet is not attached to 
it, an invisible yet faithful familiar that generates lift and prolongs the 
seed’s descent.

The key lies not in the bristles of the pappus, but in the spaces 
between them. If projected on to a disc, the bristles together occupy 
just under 10% of the pappus’s area, and yet create four times the drag 
that would be generated by a solid disc of the same radius. The study 

shows that air currents entrained by each bristle interact with pockets 
of air held by its neighbours, creating maximum drag for minimum 
expenditure of mass. The pappus’s porosity — a measure of the pro-
portion of air that it lets pass — determines the shape and nature of the 
low-pressure vortex. 

All falling objects, from feathers to cannon balls, create turbulence 
in their wake. But it takes a rare combination 
of size, mass, shape and, crucially, porosity 
for the pappus to generate this vortex ring. 
Size is also particularly important, because 
from the point of view of something as small 
as a pappus, the air is appreciably viscous. 
At such a scale, a parachute consisting of a 
bunch of bristles is as effective as the aerofoil 

found in larger seeds that disperse from taller plants — such as the 
winged seeds of the maple. In the same way, the tiniest insects do not 
fly with solid wings, but swim through the air using ‘paddles’ made 
of bristles. 

It’s an example of how evolution can produce ingenious solutions 
to the most finicky problems, such as seed dispersal. There are many 
things unknown that are smaller than atoms, or larger than galaxies, or 
billions of years away in time. But there are secrets held by things that 
we take for granted — things on a human or near-human scale — that 
seem all the more precious for it. Heaven in a wild flower, even. ■

“Some of the 
most surprising 
discoveries 
come from the 
world of the 
familiar.”
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